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BYBORRE AW19 - The Layered Edition™
exclusive capsule and installation at DSM
GINZA

For the brand’s launch at Dover Street Market Ginza, BYBORRE created an installation

inspired by their process, specifically highlighting their in-house circular knitting machines.

Additionally they partnered with The Woolmark Company to present a 3 piece capsule

collection exclusive to DSM Ginza.

The BYBORRE approach is always a layered one, starting with the design and engineering of

their multi layered fabrics. This Edition embodies layering throughout the entire design

process, starting from yarn, to structures, to fabrics, and ultimately the garments and how they

are worn.

—

WHAT

BYBORRE launches The Layered Edition™ AW19 collection at Dover Street Market Ginza with

a special installation and a DSM Ginza exclusive capsule collection in partnership with The

Woolmark Company.

WHEN

The installation for the occasion of The Layered Edition™ opens on October 19th at DSM Ginza

Open House.

WHERE

The DSM Ginza capsule in partnership with The Woolmark Company will exclusively be

available at Dover Street Market Ginza. 

The Layered Edition™ can be found at select retailers worldwide and at BYBORRE.com

—

⏲

https://byborre.pr.co/
http://www.byborre.com/


DSM Ginza Exclusive capsuleFor the occasion of this launch BYBORRE created a capsule

collection exclusive to Dover Street Market Ginza, including a unique version of one of the key

pieces from The Layered Edition™, the Weightmap Sweater. Not only has this style been

executed in an exclusive colourway, but the cotton 3D™ of the body has been replaced with a

luxurious Merino wool 3D™ fabric. Additionally a series of striking scarves were knit in-house

in both a full length as well as a newly developed kids size. Every scarf in the series is unique

due to the gradient of the knit on the front side. The side worn to the skin is an extremely soft

boiled Merino wool.

Also available are 2 long sleeve t shirts that feature archival BYBORRE 8-bit™ fabric swatches

on the back.

—

Partnership with The Woolmark Company

As the global authority on wool, The Woolmark Company invests in the research, development

and marketing of this 100% natural, renewable and biodegradable fibre. Working alongside

like-minded brands - such as BYBORRE - allows for the development of more intelligent wool

products and processes.

 For the first time BYBORRE has developed luxurious Merino wool variations of all of their

signature fabrics, using wool’s inherent properties to further push functionality. Key pieces of

The Layered Edition™ were rendered in Merino wool and stand out due to the intense Deep

Blue colour used in the capsule. This uniformity is a clear statement and stark contrast against

the colour explorations BYBORRE does elsewhere in this Edition. On select styles Merino wool

was used in tandem with GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ product technology to combine the best of

all three material worlds.

—

The Layered Edition™When approaching the design and construction for this Edition,

BYBORRE thought about how different layers interact, both aesthetically and functionally. The

garments are designed specifically to be worn as layers over each other. Details in this approach

include layered and detachable pockets, temperature regulating construction techniques,

incorporating Merino wool to add different functionality and mixing GORE-TEX INFINIUM™

product technology with knits.



BYBORRE fabrics have deliberately been placed in relation to their desired functionality.

Heavier fabrics like the 3D™ have been used to provide warmth, whereas lighter weight fabrics

like the 8-Bit™ are used in areas that require higher range of motion or which are warmer,

resulting in several different fabrics coming together in a single garment and pieces which are

built to layer.

Partners

The Woolmark Company, GORE-TEX brand, Santoni Shanghai, Mayer & Cie

 

Media kit: BYBORRE AW19 - The Layered Edition™ exclusive capsule and

installation at DSM GINZA | BYBORRE Newsroom

https://byborre.pr.co/media_kits/222493/
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ABOUT BYBORRE

About BYBORRE 

BYBORRE is an Amsterdam based textile innovation studio working on the frontiers of material development,
functionality and aesthetics through engineered knits. The BYBORRE studio is committed to true textile
innovation and rethinking all stages of the garment-creation process, from design to manufacturing. BYBORRE
serves both as a material development and production hub, a design studio and, overall, a platform for
questioning how fashions of the future can be more responsible, providing a better, sustainable product to
people worldwide.

With over a decade of experience, BYBORRE has worked with global industry leaders in fashion, sportswear,
interior and automotive brands to create consciously bespoke textiles. BYBORRE Create™ is the next step in
BYBORRE's ambition to become the world's leading authority on responsible knitted textile, operating as the
portal between the physical and digital world within the textile industry by democratizing the design and
production process.

byborre.com

 

About Borre Akkersdijk 

Borre Akkersdijk is a Dutch textile designer and the co-founder and creative director of textile innovation studio
BYBORRE. Born in Wamel, the Netherlands, Akkersdijk took fashion design courses at the Fashion Institute of
Technology in NYC and graduated from the Design Academy Eindhoven in 2009 while also working at Paris-
based design and trend consultancy Studio Edelkoort. He started what became the foundation of BYBORRE in
October 2010, initially consulting for brands such as Nike and Louis Vuitton before deciding to focus solely on
the development of his now signature 3D knitted fabrics. In 2012, he was awarded Young Designer of the Year
at the Dutch Design Awards. Research into the future of fashion and integrated technology resulted in
presentations at South by Southwest, Bejing Designweek and Salone del Mobile Milano and publications in
Wired magazine and Fast Company Magazine.

Since then Akkersdijk has worked on building a studio filled with machines and a team of specialists from all
corners of the textile industry to grow BYBORRE into what it is today.
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